Biodiversity provides many valuable services to humanity; however, rapid expansion of the human population has placed increasing pressure on natural systems, and it has been suggested that we may be entering a sixth mass extinction. There is an urgent need, therefore, to prioritize conservation efforts if we are to maintain the provisioning of such service in the future. Phylogenetic diversity (PD), the summed branch lengths that connect species on the treeof-life, might provide a valuable metric for conservation prioritization because it has been argued to capture feature diversity. Frequently, PD is estimated in millions of years, and therefore implicitly assumes an evolutionary model in which features diverge gradually over time. Here, I explore the expected loss of feature diversity when this assumption is violated. If evolution tends to slow down over time, as might be the case following adaptive radiations, losses of feature diversity might be relatively small. However, if evolution occurs in rapid bursts, following a punctuated model, impacts of extinctions might be much greater. PD captures many important properties, but if we use it as a proxy for feature diversity, we first need to ensure that we have the correct evolutionary model.
Introduction
The human population has expanded dramatically over recent decades. The impact of this increase in numbers has been profound, and associated with it have been unprecedented rates of habitat transformation, pollution, spread of invasive species and disease, exploitation of natural populations and, more recently, climate change [1] . In turn, these environmental pressures have resulted in increased rates of extinction, several orders of magnitude greater than background rates and perhaps approaching those rates estimated for mass extinction events recorded in the fossil record [2] . To date, the main extinction driver has been habitat loss [3] , and the best predictor of extinction risk is small or declining range size [4, 5] . However, almost all extinction drivers are projected to either continue or increase in intensity in the future [1] , and climate change is likely to become the biggest driver of extinctions over the next several decades. It is now widely feared that we may be entering a sixth mass extinction event [6] , with the dubious distinction of being the first with a biotic cause. At the same time as we risk losing much of biological diversity, the increase in human populations has placed a growing demand on natural resources and the services provided by natural systems [7] .
Ecosystem services, the services that natural systems provide to humanity, have been broadly grouped into three categories: (i) provisioning services, including food, timber, etc., (ii) regulating services, including climate buffering, flood prevention, nutrient cycling, etc. and (iii) cultural services [1] . There has been much interest in the relationship between biodiversity and the provisioning of such ecosystem services, as this provides a powerful argument for the conservation of biological diversity [8] . However, determining the mechanistic links between species diversity and ecosystem services has proved challenging [9, 10] . There is now increasing evidence that more diverse systems, those with a greater number of species or genotypes, are more productive [11] . In a series of classic papers, Tilman and colleagues used an experimental grassland system to & 2015 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
demonstrate that species richness was positively correlated with annual biomass production [12, 13] . Two general explanations were proposed to explain this observation: first, more diverse systems had a greater chance of sampling a highly productive species or genotype by chance, termed the selection effect; second, different species might occupy different niche space, reducing competition and allowing more effective utilization of available resources, termed the complementarity effect [14] . It took concerted efforts to unify the field [15] , and it is now generally accepted that both explanations are important, with their relative contributions shifting depending upon the system of interest [16] .
More recent work on biodiversity and ecosystem function has shown that the relationship tends to get stronger over time and that more diverse systems are also more stable [13, 17, 18] . Both these observations have been linked to the insurance hypothesis, in which impacts of environmental fluctuations on population sizes or processes are buffered by compensatory dynamics [19] . For example, interannual variation in precipitation or temperature might favour different species in different years, such that the overall productivity of a system is maintained through time by having a diversity of species, each adapted to slightly different climatic regimes [19] . The insurance hypothesis is perhaps the strongest argument for maintaining a diversity of species in a system, particularly when the future is difficult to predict with accuracy. While we are able to predict the trajectories of many human impacts, including climate change, future climates depend to some extent on choices we have not yet made, for example, on greenhouse gas emission limits and on new technological developments, such as carbon fixation. Current climate change models are highly sophisticated but, because of these uncertainties, often come with large confidence limits and present a range of scenarios to reflect alternative futures. Even assuming one particular model, it is extremely difficult to translate climate projections into ecological models of communities [20] . In some cases, the regional combination of projected climate variables have no present-day analogues [21] , and we thus have no data on the likely composition or functionality of the communities that might occupy these novel climate regimes [22] . Therefore, if we wish to ensure the continued provisioning of ecosystem services, a sensible strategy would be to maintain a set of species that is overdispersed with respect to their ecological adaptations, maximizing the possibility of having the right set of features in an uncertain future [23] .
There are currently approximately 2 million described species on Earth, although total (macroscopic) species richness is estimated to be between 10 million and 100 million [24] . For most of this diversity, we have very little information on ecology, physiology and life history, sometimes referred to as the Hutchinsonian shortfall [25] . For many species, we do not even have information on taxonomy (the Linnean shortfall [26] ), and our richness estimates are based on small samples and extrapolations. However, since the advent of PCR and more recent next-generation sequencing technologies, we have witnessed a phylogenetic revolution, and species trees containing many thousands of species are now commonplace [27] . We are thus increasingly able to place species on the phylogenetic tree of life, even when we have no other information apart from molecular sequence data. While a complete tree of life remains a distant goal (the Darwinian shortfall [28] ), for several higher taxa we already have complete or almost complete phylogenetic trees, including those for mammals [29] , birds [30] and most amphibians [31] . Because more closely related species tend to be more similar in their ecologies and life histories, reflecting their shared ancestry [32] , it has been suggested that we may be able to use phylogenetic diversity (PD) as a surrogate for feature diversity [33] .
Phylogenetic diversity
PD was initially defined in a landmark paper by Faith [33] as the summed branch lengths connecting a set of taxa. Explicit within his paper was the direct link between phylogenetic branch lengths and character diversity, and this was emphasized in several key figures in which the phylogenetic branch lengths represent summed character state changes. Faith suggested that even if we were to have a complete trait matrix, PD might provide a better measure of feature diversity due to homoplasy in the data. However, perhaps what made PD particularly attractive as a diversity metric was that it could be calculated in the absence of ecological trait data, for example, as the sum of molecular branch lengths or in millions of years on time-calibrated phylogenetic trees. PD therefore provides an easily quantifiable surrogate for function or feature diversity, and it has been mapped globally for mammals [23, 34] and amphibians [35] , and more regionally for various groups [36, 37] .
There are a number of additional advantages to the use of PD as a conservation metric [38] . PD, when estimated from molecular phylogenetic trees, is useful even when taxonomy is poorly understood and is relatively robust to changes in taxonomic status, for example elevation of subspecies to species, that can inflate estimates of species richness in regions that have been the focus of intensive biodiversity research (i.e. taxonomic inflation sensu Isaac et al. [39] ). Like species richness, it is simple to quantify PD in a region or political unit, allowing direct comparisons between areas. When quantified in millions of years, PD also provides a resonant symbol of the current biodiversity crises and emphasizes that the extinction of a species represents a loss of large amounts of evolutionary history, which cannot be rapidly regained. Time also provides a common currency, allowing disparate clades, from arachnids to zooxanthellae, to be compared in equivalent units. Finally, PD can also provide information on the biogeographic history and diversification of clades. For example, by looking at the geographical distribution of residuals of PD against species richness, it is possible to identify centres of rapid radiation (regions with low PD relative to species richness), perhaps representing cradles of diversity, and the corollary, centres of old diversity (regions with high PD relative to species richness), perhaps indicating museums of diversity (e.g. [40] ).
Forest et al. [36] were able to demonstrate a link between PD, measured in millions of years, and diversity of medicinal and economic plant uses in the Cape flora of South Africa. However, more recent work [41] using simulations and empirical data suggests that this relationship might only hold true for closely related groups of taxa, and that at greater phylogenetic depth, more distant relatives are not concomitantly more divergent in their phenotypes. Further, in a global study on extinctions in mammals, Fritz & Purvis [42] found that the potential loss of PD, inferred by extrapolating International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List status to species extinctions, did not match to losses of rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 370: 20140006 feature diversity indexed by variance in body size. There are a number of potential explanations for such discrepancies. In the latter study, it is well documented that large bodied mammals have higher risk of extinction, at least in the tropics [43] . Therefore, extinction will tend to disproportionally prune large bodied species from the mammal tree of life, resulting in greater than expected decrease in variance in body sizes. In addition, even if the evolution of a particular trait is well explained by phylogeny, because evolution is an inherently noisy process the most closely related species will not always be the most phenotypically similar, and thus losses of PD will not match precisely to losses of feature diversity when measured on a single trait. Finally, it is possible that our underlying evolutionary model of character diversity is erroneous.
Evolutionary models and feature diversity
With the move from traditional trait-based cladistics to molecular systematics and model-based tree building algorithms, the link between phylogenetic branch lengths and character change has sometimes become less obvious. As described above, most large-scale analyses of PD employ time-calibrated phylogenetic trees with an, often implicit, assumption that time represents evolutionary opportunity for character change. While there have been rapid advances in developing tools and models of character evolution in the comparative phylogenetics literature, for example, incorporating multi-rate, bounded, multi-peak and diversification rate dependent models [44] [45] [46] [47] , advances in the use of PD have not always kept pace. Time (millions of years) has become the de facto unit of PD; as discussed above, there are many good reasons for using time. However, if our main aim is to capture feature diversity, and there is evidence to suggest that time might provide a poor measure of phenotypic distance, we should consider further whether our evolutionary model is appropriate.
The expected relationship between trait variance (feature diversity) and time is well formulated within a phylogenetic framework. Assuming a Brownian motion model of evolution, in which characters evolve according to a random walk on an evolutionary tree, the expected variance in traits is directly proportional to the time since divergence [48] , that is, the sum of the branch lengths connecting themtheir PD. The Brownian model has been widely adopted in the phylogenetic comparative literature and underlies the basic formulation of many phylogenetic comparative methods, including independent contrasts and phylogenetic generalized linear models. Here, I equate the Brownian motion model to Eldredge and Gould's model of phyletic gradualism [49] . Under this model, PD should be a good proxy for feature diversity. However, when alternative evolutionary models are compared, Brownian motion is often rejected in favour of a model of bounded evolution [50] , often represented by the Ornstein -Uhlenbeck process, in which traits evolve with a central tendency pulling them back to some evolutionary optima [51] , although included traits tend to be rather simplistic, generally some index closely related to body size. More recently, phylogenetic methods have advanced to relax the assumption of strict Brownian motion, for example by allowing various transformations of the variance-covariance matrix [52] . To date, there has been little exploration of how alternative evolutionary models might influence the relationship between PD and feature diversity, and how the loss of PD relates to the loss of features.
Extinction and the loss of phylogenetic diversity
In a highly cited paper, Nee & May [53] suggested that much of the tree of life could survive a major extinction event, with approximately 80% of the tree persisting even with the loss of 95% of species. Their model made two unrealistic assumptions. First, they used simulations based on a coalescent tree. Coalescent trees tend to be 'stemmy', such that long branches subtend species-rich clades with short terminal branches. Therefore, extinctions, which happen at the tips, more often prune short branches from the tree. Second, their extinction scenario assumed random loss of species, whereas there is growing evidence that extinctions tend to be clumped on the tree of life so that if a species is at high risk of extinction so too are its close relatives [54] . Phylogenetically non-random extinctions have been argued to result in greater than expected loss of PD because if two sister taxa become extinct, we not only lose the unique PD represented by the phylogenetic branch from which each subtends but also lose their ancestral branch length. Results from Nee and May may therefore have been overly optimistic. However, in a more recent paper, Parhar & Mooers [55] re-evaluated the expected loss of PD assuming more realistic phylogenetic topologies and various degrees of phylogenetic aggregation in extinction risks. Somewhat surprisingly, losses of PD did not differ significantly from random expectations, even when extinction risk was highly clumped, although absolute losses were proportionately much greater than reported by Nee and May. If losses of PD do not differ greatly from random, emphasis on preserving the tree of life [56] might be misplaced, and conservation efforts might be better staying species-focused. Empirical data, however, tell a different story. At least in some clades, predicted losses of PD from extrapolated Red List data are much greater than null models based on losing the same number of species at random. It appears that in some cases, evolutionary distinct lineages (those represented by few close relatives) are disproportionately threatened [57] . Hence, with predicted extinctions, we lose many more monotypic genera of mammals and birds than expected by chance [54] , and even monotypic families of flowering plants seem more at risk [58] . In plants, however, patterns of extinction risk appear to be more complex: within rapidly diversifying clades extinction risk tends to be greater for younger taxa [59] , perhaps indicating two separate processes.
High extinction risk in species-poor plant families, such as Aphloiaceae, Aphyllanthaceae, Bretschneideraceae and Cephalotaceae [58] , might reflect the history of past extinctions, for example extant species within these taxa might represent remnants of once more diverse clades. Because extinction risk covaries with species traits, such as reproductive potential and geographical range size, we might expect extinction to have had a disproportionate impact on some clades, assuming such traits show some degree of heritability [60] . In addition, surviving species are also likely to be vulnerable because they too will tend to share the same suite of traits that predisposed other clade members to extinction [57] . Such a scenario fits well to patterns observed in vertebrate groups, including mammals, and is rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 370: 20140006 able to explain both observations of significant phylogenetic signal in extinction risks and why extinction is projected to result in a greater loss of PD than expected by a null model of phylogenetically random extinction-as more evolutionarily distinct species will also tend to be more threatened. Recently, the Zoological Society of London has emphasized the importance of protecting such species through its EDGE (evolutionarily distinct and globally endangered) of existence programme (http://www.edgeofexistence.org/) by listing these EDGE species as conservation priorities [61] .
Why we also find a disproportionate number of threatened species in young, species-rich, clades is perhaps not as straightforward. Clades which are both young and species-rich are more typically associated with rapid diversification, and not high extinction. One possible explanation is that the process of speciation might lead us to infer high extinction risk for newly diverged lineages [59, 62] . For example, key speciation mechanisms in plants include hybridization and polyploidization, and establishment of reproductively isolated populations via occasional long-distance dispersal and tight coevolution between flowers and pollinators [63] . New species are thus often characterized by small population sizes and restricted geographical ranges, the same key features by which IUCN criteria define threatened species (http://www.iucnredlist. org/technical-documents/categories-and-criteria). By examining the distribution of extinction risks among plants within the evolutionary hotspot of the Cape of South Africa, Davies et al. [59] were able to show that the lineages with the highest proportion of threatened species were also the most rapidly diversifying. Because, like traits associated with high extinction risk, biotic traits associated with rapid diversification might also be heritable [64] , threatened species will also tend to cluster in young, rapidly diversifying lineages.
If high apparent threat status simply identifies newly diverged lineages, it is possible that these taxa are in an expansion phase following the establishment of small founder populations, rather than decline, for example, as predicted by Wilson's taxon cycle [65] , in which species ranges expand and then contract over the course of their evolutionary history, and thus not a conservation concern. While recent efforts have aimed to establish more objective IUCN criteria for Red Listing [66] , including trends in population size and geographical extent [67] , the paucity of information on plant population dynamics has meant that, in practice, Red List status of plants is frequently a function of geographical range size. It is therefore difficult to evaluate whether populations might be expanding or declining. One indirect approach might be to evaluate phylogenetic structure in range sizes, for example, if new species originate as small peripheral isolates, we might observe large asymmetries in range sizes towards the tips of the phylogeny. Young species with small ranges might then more often represent expanding populations, whereas old species with small ranges might highlight species in decline [59] . Alternatively, when there is sufficient data, we can directly observe changes in threat status over time. By comparing Red List assessments over a 10-year window, Davies et al. [59] were able to show that threatened species were becoming more endangered. Although the two Red Listings used slightly different criteria, these findings indicate that species with high Red List rankings are indeed more likely to become extinct in the near future. Nonetheless, because young species capture little unique evolutionary history, their extinction might result in little loss of evolutionary history, as measured in millions of years, and they would rank relatively low within the EDGE framework.
Extinction and the loss of feature diversity
While extinction prunes the tree of life non-randomly, the loss of evolutionary history, measured in phylogenetic branch lengths scaled in millions of years, is not always greater than predicted by chance [55, 68] . In addition, the loss of PD does not always correlate with the loss of feature diversity [42] , and recent work suggests there may be a scale dependence in the correlation between phylogenetic distance and feature similarity [41] . If arguments for preserving the tree of life are centred on maintaining feature diversity [56] , we might, therefore, need to consider more fully the evolutionary processes by which features arise and diverge through time. As illustration, I here compare losses of evolutionary history under three very different evolutionary models: (i) phylogenetic gradualism (as approximated by Brownian motion), (ii) an evolutionary slowdown; and (iii) punctualism, in which traits evolve in rapid busts at speciation.
Following Davies & Yessoufou [69] , I use the current IUCN Red List classifications for Primates, Carnivora and Artiodactyla to explore the impacts of extinction on the loss of evolutionary history under the different evolutionary models. For simplicity, I here assume a scenario in which all currently threatened species (data from http://www.iucnredlist.org) are lost to extinction, in contrast to that modelled by Davies and Yessoufou in which threat status was first transformed into extinction probabilities [70] . First, loss of evolutionary history is quantified in millions of years (sum of the branch lengths on the time tree). Second, branch lengths of the tree are transformed using Pagel's delta tree transformation [71] in which all node depths are raised by the power delta. The delta model approximates evolutionary slowdowns (d , 1) or increases (d . 1). For illustration, I assume an arbitrarily small value of delta (d ¼ 0.1), which could be interpreted to fit a niche-filling model in which initial trait evolution was rapid but then slows as ecological opportunities (available niches) are reduced, for example as might characterize an adaptive radiation. Loss of evolutionary history is then estimated as above, but summing the transformed branch lengths. An alternative transformation assuming high values of d would approximate a model in which traits were highly labile at the tips. At the extreme, where all trait evolution is represented along tip branches, the losses of the transformed branch lengths with extinctions would necessarily be indistinguishable from random and this is not explored here. Third, all branch lengths of the tree are set to unit length, and loss of evolutionary history is then equivalent to number of branches lost, rather than the sum of branch lengths. This last transformation is equivalent to a speciational model of evolution. Although there are various reasons why a speciational model fitted to a phylogenetic tree of extant taxa might be misleading, in particular we will likely underestimate the number of branching events deeper in the tree because of unobserved extinctions. The speciational model is included here to provide a contrast with the model of phylogenetic gradualism, which has an implicit time component ( figure 1 ). Under each of our three models, losses of evolutionary history are compared to the same number of species extinctions distributed randomly across the tips of the phylogeny. In all cases, loss of PD measured in millions of years was no greater than expected by chance ( figure 2a-c) . In Primates, millions of years lost matches closely to the mode from randomizations, whereas losses for Artiodactyla are actually less than the mode, although not significantly so. Assuming the delta tree transformation, losses of evolutionary history (b) (a) Figure 1 . Simulated trait evolution under alternative evolutionary models. Illustration of accumulating trait variance assuming a model of phyletic gradualism (Brownian motion) (a) and a speciational model of punctuated evolution (b), in which trait change occurs in rapid bursts at speciation. Evolutionary time is on the x-axis and trait values on the y-axis. Lineages are represented by black lines and speciation events are indicated where a lineage splits in two. At origination, the ancestral lineage is assumed to have a trait value of 0. Lineages tend to diverge over time, following the assumed evolutionary model. However, because trait evolution is non-directional, the expected mean trait value at any point in time is that of the ancestor, but variance increases proportionally with time. Evolutionary convergences are illustrated when lineages cross on the y-axis; this can occur instantaneously at speciation for the model of punctuated evolution. Code for simulations kindly provided by T. Ingram (see also [72] ). Figure 2 . Predicted losses of PD (vertical grey bar) for projected extinctions using IUCN Red List data (categories Critically Endangered (CR), Endangered (EN) and Vulnerable (VU)) under three alternative evolutionary models: phyletic gradualism (a,d,g), evolutionary slowdown with a delta tree transformation [71] of 0.1 (b,e,h) and punctuated evolution (c,f,i), compared to expected losses assuming random extinctions (frequency histograms). Results are shown for Primates (a-c), Artiodactyla (d-f) and Carnivora (g-i).
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were even less distinguishable and tended to converge on the mode from randomizations ( figure 2d-f ) . However, in stark contrast, the number of branches lost was always greater than the mode from randomizations, and significantly so for both Artiodactyla and Primates (figure 2d-f ). One additional point of interest is the striking bimodality in the distribution of PD loss under random extinctions assuming the delta transformed tree for Artiodactyla; this probably reflects the highly imbalanced topology of the phylogenetic tree, and the small weights assigned to tip branches under the delta transformation. The family Camelidea is sister to the rest of the Artiodactyla; however, because for obvious reasons our analysis of extinction risk excludes domesticated species, there are only two representatives of the family included on the tree, the vicuñ a (Vicugna vicugna) and guanaco (Lama guanicoe). Further, as the guanaco has sometimes been treated as a subspecies of the llama (Lama glama), it was also excluded from the analysis. The two modes therefore probably reflect randomizations where the vicuñ a was either retained (left mode) or pruned (right mode) from the tree. The vicuñ a is currently classified as Least Concern by the IUCN, and thus our empirical estimates of delta PD loss fall within the left mode. Although the scenario modelled here is contrived, it provides an illustration of how the extinction of a single evolutionarily distinct taxon can greatly impact PD loss. Differences in the model of evolution can, therefore, profoundly alter our interpretation of how extinction might impact the tree of life and the loss of feature diversity. Assuming currently threatened species are lost to extinction, losses of PD, measured in millions of years of evolutionary history, are not significantly different from random. Under a model of phyletic gradualism, such as Brownian motion, expected losses of feature diversity are therefore also not predicted to be disproportionate. Furthermore, if the rate of evolution has slowed through time, and thus little trait change is captured by branches towards the tips of the tree, losses of feature diversity might be small. It is perhaps notable that the delta tree transformation results in tree topologies that resemble surprisingly closely the phylogenetic topologies assumed by Nee and May in their early simulations, although these were generated assuming a coalescent model ( figure 3 ). There are strong theoretical and empirical grounds for rejecting an unbounded Brownian motion model of trait evolution [73] . At some level, there must be limits to the maximum and minimum values biotic traits can achieve, and comparative analysis suggests that a bounded model of evolution is a better fit to most empirical data [50] . It is possible, therefore, that if we focus on features rather than millions of years, Nee and May might not have been so wrong in their estimations as subsequent work has implied.
On a more cautionary note, if the evolution of traits follows a predominantly punctuated model, the number of branches lost may be more important than the loss of their summed lengths. Under this model, even the extinction of young species, representing little unique evolutionary history, might result in a significant loss of feature diversity. In contrast to the scenario outlined above, impacts of extinction on the loss of feature diversity might then be underestimated [69] . In the example of the Cape flora, discussed above, high extinction risks associated with species in rapidly diversifying clades might not, therefore, result in a significant loss of evolutionary history measured in millions of years, but the loss of feature diversity would still be a conservation concern. Critically, a focus on time or traits might misrepresent the ecological importance of species. Various species contribute disproportionately to ecosystem functioning, for example animal keystone predators or nitrogen fixers in plants. One alternative approach might be to map ecological importance directly onto phylogeny, which may allow us to better characterize the potential ecosystem consequence of extinctions. However, we currently lack sufficient data on the ecology of most species to accurately describe their relative contributions to ecosystem-level processes.
Summary
The increased availability of detailed, comprehensive, phylogenetic trees for species-rich groups has transformed our thinking across disparate fields, including macroecology, community ecology and conservation biology. Recent advances in phylogenetic comparative methods and our understanding of how characters evolve have been rapid, and it is now possible to compare among many alternative evolutionary models. However, these advances are only just beginning to filter into the literature on phylogeny and conservation. Assumptions on the mode by which characters evolve can have important implications for how we interpret phylogenetic branch lengths and the losses of evolutionary history associated with species extinctions projected over the next few decades. If we are interested in protecting the tree of life to maintain feature diversity, for example as insurance in an uncertain future [74] , we must first ensure that the branch lengths of the tree capture the expected similarities and differences in the species' traits that are the most ecologically relevant. 
